GOAPPRAISE – SELF APPRAISAL APP – Feb 2021
A free to use web-based application, allows you to appraise the condition of your vehicle in advance
of returning it to the finance provider.
Go Appraise is a web-based app, available for free via any phone or tablet web-browser
To access simply visit; g3r.co.uk/goappraise

Stage 1 – Getting Started
Upon opening the website-app, we recommend turning the device to side/landscape view, you will
then be prompted to enter the registration number of the vehicle you are wanting to inspect.

Once you have finished inserting the registration, a red box will appear in the bottom right of the
screen prompting you to ‘Find Vehicle’. Select this button and your vehicle details should populate
for you to confirm.

The page will return your vehicle details based on what the DVLA hold against the registration
number. Please check that the correct vehicle details before proceeding to ensure you are appraising
the correct car. If you’re happy, click

Stage 2 – Vehicle Tour
You will be asked to perform a seven-step walk around your vehicle to take images.
Follow the boxes from left to right as to where to position yourself to take a picture of that area.
1 – Front | 2 – Passenger Side | 3 – Rear Interior | 4 – Back
5 – Boot | 6 – Driver Side | 7 – Front Interior

Once you are happy, select
of the appraisal.

which will take you onto the next section

Stage 3 – Additional Information
We now need some further information in relation to your vehicle including the mileage, number of
keys and any known service history.

For ‘Mileage’ please enter the mileage as of today in the first box, then turn on the ignition and take
a photo of the odometer to confirm the mileage.
Click the ‘Number of Keys’ option to select from the dropdown how many sets of keys you have.
Finally, select the ‘Service History’ to choose from ‘Digital Book’ if you have a digital record of service
history in the vehicle (eg BMW iDrive), or select ‘Service Book’ if you have a physical service book for
the vehicle. If you have neither, click ‘none’.
Once completed, select

Stage 4 – Capturing Damage
To help us assess the vehicle further, we require additional information that highlights any visible
areas of damage.
To start, select

We start with the interior
Select any areas that require attention. Once you select an area, you will be presented with a list of
options. Select the most appropriate option and the guide will then prompt you to
You can add as many areas of damage as required.

Once you’ve completing the interior, you will be asked to highlight any exterior damage, starting with
the driver’s side and working your way around.
If there is no damage, select

To mark areas of damage, click the position on the vehicle and a pop-up of option will appear for you
to select the type of damage. Then you will be asked to take a picture of the damage.

The guide will move you around the vehicle, in order for you to add any damage as necessary and
take an accompanying image.

Once you’ve finished adding all the areas of damage, you will be presented with a summary of what
you’ve recorded.

Once satisfied, select

Stage 5 – Submission
Finally, we need to capture your details which will allow us to link your appraisal to your account.
Once updated, select ‘Submit’ to complete the process

